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ABSTRACT Positive-stranded RNA virus movement proteins (MPs) generally lack
sequence-specific nucleic acid-binding activities and display cross-family movement
complementarity with related and unrelated viruses. Negative-stranded RNA plant
rhabdoviruses encode MPs with limited structural and functional relatedness with
other plant virus counterparts, but the precise mechanisms of intercellular transport
are obscure. In this study, we first analyzed the abilities of MPs encoded by five dis-
tinct rhabdoviruses to support cell-to-cell movement of two positive-stranded RNA
viruses by using trans-complementation assays. Each of the five rhabdovirus MPs
complemented the movement of MP-defective mutants of tomato mosaic virus and
potato X virus. In contrast, movement of recombinant MP deletion mutants of son-
chus yellow net nucleorhabdovirus (SYNV) and tomato yellow mottle-associated cy-
torhabdovirus (TYMaV) was rescued only by their corresponding MPs, i.e., SYNV
sc4 and TYMaV P3. Subcellular fractionation analyses revealed that SYNV sc4 and
TYMaV P3 were peripherally associated with cell membranes. A split-ubiquitin mem-
brane yeast two-hybrid assay demonstrated specific interactions of the membrane-
associated rhabdovirus MPs only with their cognate nucleoproteins (N) and phos-
phoproteins (P). More importantly, SYNV sc4-N and sc4-P interactions directed a
proportion of the N-P complexes from nuclear sites of replication to punctate loci at
the cell periphery that partially colocalized with the plasmodesmata. Our data show
that cell-to-cell movement of plant rhabdoviruses is highly specific and suggest that
cognate MP-nucleocapsid core protein interactions are required for intra- and inter-
cellular trafficking.

IMPORTANCE Local transport of plant rhabdoviruses likely involves the passage of
viral nucleocapsids through MP-gated plasmodesmata, but the molecular mecha-
nisms are not fully understood. We have conducted complementation assays with
MPs encoded by five distinct rhabdoviruses to assess their movement specificity.
Each of the rhabdovirus MPs complemented the movement of MP-defective mutants
of two positive-stranded RNA viruses that have different movement strategies. In
marked contrast, cell-to-cell movement of two recombinant plant rhabdoviruses was
highly specific in requiring their cognate MPs. We have shown that these rhabdovi-
rus MPs are localized to the cell periphery and associate with cellular membranes,
and that they interact only with their cognate nucleocapsid core proteins. These in-
teractions are able to redirect viral nucleocapsid core proteins from their sites of
replication to the cell periphery. Our study provides a model for the specific inter-
and intracellular trafficking of plant rhabdoviruses that may be applicable to other
negative-stranded RNA viruses.

KEYWORDS cell-to-cell movement, movement protein, nucleocapsid, plant
rhabdovirus, sonchus yellow net virus, tomato yellow mottle-associated virus, trans-
complementation
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Natural infections of plant viruses are initiated from one or a few primary infected
cells, followed by cell-to-cell spread to adjacent cells and then to distal tissues via

vascular networks. To accomplish systemic infections, plant viruses must circumvent
formidable barriers imposed by rigid plant cell walls to move through plasmodesmata
(PD) interconnections (1). PD normally permit the diffusion of small molecules, such as
ions, hormones, and photosynthates, between adjacent cells but restrict the movement
of larger nucleic acid and proteins (1). To facilitate PD movement of infectious entities,
plant viruses have evolved to encode one or more movement proteins (MPs) that
selectively increase the PD size exclusion limit (SEL). Additionally, viral MPs function to
orchestrate the intracellular trafficking of movement entities from replication sites to
PD at the cell periphery, followed by intercellular movement and long-distance trans-
port through the vascular system to distal tissues and organs (2–4).

Many groups of plant RNA viruses encode a single MP, and the best studied example
is the nonstructural 30-kDa protein (30K) encoded by tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and
related viruses in the genus Tobamovirus (reviewed in reference 5). The TMV MP is
capable of targeting to and gating PD (6–9), associating with host membranes and
cytoskeleton complexes (10–12), and binding nucleic acids nonspecifically (13, 14).
Most of the TMV MP properties are shared by a group of viral MPs belonging to the
so-called 30K superfamily, whose members exhibit little amino acid sequence similarity
but share a secondary structural fold consisting of seven beta-strands (15–17). During
virus infection, the TMV MP forms a ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP) with viral RNA,
likely in association with host membranes and viral replication proteins to mediate
passage of the RNP through gated PD (5). Apart from movement mechanisms involving
the RNP forms, some 30K members modify PD and form hollow tubules through which
virus particles are transported to neighboring cells (18).

Other groups of plant RNA viruses have cell-to-cell movement functions distributed
among two or more MPs. The most extensively studied of these are the triple gene
block (TGB) proteins TGB1, TGB2, and TGB3, encoded by potex-, hordei-, pomo-, and
benyviruses (19, 20). TGB1, also known as p25 in potato virus X (PVX), is able to dilate
the PD (21–23) and requires two integral transmembrane proteins, TGB2 and TGB3, for
PD targeting (20, 23–25). TGB2 and TGB3 also recruit the PVX replicase complexes to
endoplasmic reticulum-derived membranous caps at PD orifices, where nascent
genomic RNAs are encapsidated by viral coat protein (CP) and the assembled virions
are inserted into PD by the TGB1 protein (20, 26, 27). Although the movement of PVX
and other potexviruses with flexuous virions requires viral CPs in addition to their TGB
proteins, many hordei-, pomo-, and benyviruses with rod-shaped particles are able to
dispense with the CP for cell-to-cell movement (19, 20).

Regardless of differences in MP sequences and movement strategies, widespread
cross-complementarity has been documented between MPs of taxonomically distinct
plant viruses (28), suggesting common functions among diverse viral MPs. For example,
the MPs of tobamoviruses support cell-to-cell movement of potex-, alfamo-, tobra-,
diantho-, cucumo-, hordei-, bromo-, and benyviruses (see reference 28 and references
therein). These findings are in agreement with the fact that plant viral MPs generally
bind to nucleic acids in a non-sequence-specific manner (2). trans-Complementation
assays, in which a movement-defective virus is complemented by an ectopically
expressed MP, are often used to assess movement compatibility between viruses. These
assays also provide valuable tools to assign movement functions to particular protein(s)
encoded by viruses that lack reverse genetics systems (29).

Unsegmented negative-stranded (NS) plant rhabdoviruses are currently classified
into two genera, Nucleorhabdovirus and Cytorhabdovirus, according to their sites of
replication and virion morphogenesis, i.e., the nucleus and cytoplasm, respectively (30,
31). As with animal-infecting counterparts in the family Rhabdoviridae, plant unseg-
mented rhabdoviruses encode five conserved structural proteins, the nucleoprotein (N),
phosphoprotein (P), matrix protein (M), glycoprotein (G), and the large RNA polymerase
(L), in the order 3=-N-P-M-G-L-5=. In addition, unique accessory genes (here collectively
designated P3 genes) located between the P and M genes of plant rhabdoviruses are
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thought to be required for movement (30–32). Several lines of evidence support a
movement function for the plant rhabdovirus P3 homologs designated the sc4 in
sonchus yellow net virus (SYNV) (33), Y in potato yellow dwarf virus (PYDV) (34) and
eggplant mottle virus (35), 4b in lettuce necrotic yellows virus (LNYV) (36), and P3 in
most other plant rhabdoviruses (31, 32). First, computational analyses predict that
many rhabdovirus P3 homologs share secondary structural similarities to the 30K
superfamily MPs (15, 16, 37, 38). Second, localization studies have shown that SYNV sc4,
PYDV Y, LNYV 4b, and P3 from rice yellow stunt virus (RYSV), alfalfa dwarf virus (ADV),
Datura yellow vein virus, and maize mosaic virus are targeted to the cell periphery or
near the PD (34, 39–45). More direct evidence has come from trans-complementation
studies of RYSV P3, LNYV 4b, and ADV P3, which have been shown to complement the
cell-to-cell movement of the PVX or tobamovirus MP mutants (37, 38, 41). These studies
revealed that MPs encoded by plant rhabdoviruses are compatible with cell-to-cell
movement of positive-stranded RNA viruses, even though these groups of RNA viruses
differ in fundamental replication strategies.

More relevant experimental evidence for plant rhabdovirus MP functions has been
obtained by using the reverse genetics system recently developed for SYNV, which
shows that the sc4 protein is indispensable for cell-to-cell movement (46). In this study,
an SYNV sc4 deletion mutant was found to be unable to move from initially infected
cells. However, an SYNV minigenome comprising the N, P, sc4, and L genes and
terminal noncoding sequences was capable of limited autonomous localized move-
ment, and the movement of an SYNV sc4 deletion mutant could be complemented in
trans by transient expression of the sc4 protein. Collectively, these results suggest that
SYNV nucleocapsids consisting of the viral genome encapsidated by the N, P, and L core
proteins are the minimal infectious units that navigate intercellular connections (46).

In this study, we conducted trans-complementation assays with five distinct rhab-
dovirus MPs and showed that they all complement movement-defective mutants of
tomato mosaic virus (ToMV), a closely related virus to TMV, and PVX. Unexpectedly,
cell-to-cell movement of a recombinant SYNV (rSYNV) sc4 deletion mutant and a
recombinant tomato yellow mottle-associated virus (rTYMaV) P3 deletion mutant were
not rescued by heterologous MPs, whereas their cognate sc4 and P3 MPs specifically
restored the movement functions of rSYNV and rTYMaV mutants, respectively. The
SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 proteins were found to localize to the cell periphery and to
associate with membranes. We have further demonstrated that the SYNV and TYMaV
MPs interact only with their cognate nucleocapsid core proteins, and that these
interactions are able to redirect viral nucleocapsid proteins from their sites of replica-
tion to the cell periphery.

RESULTS
Five plant rhabdovirus MPs are able to trans-complement movement-deficient

ToMV and PVX. Since some of the rhabdovirus P3 homologs are structurally related to
30K superfamily proteins, we first set out to test whether there is a widespread
complementation between P3 proteins and a ToMV MP mutant. The MP genes from
three nucleorhabdoviruses, SYNV, PYDV, and RYSV, and two cytorhabdoviruses recently
identified in China, rice stripe mosaic virus (RSMV) (47) and TYMaV (48), were cloned
into the pGD binary vector (49) for transient expression. ToMV-GFPΔMP, an MP-
defective ToMV clone carrying a green fluorescence protein (GFP) reporter gene
substitution for the CP gene (50), was used to evaluate complementation by the
rhabdovirus MPs. For these experiments, Agrobacterium tumefaciens cultures harboring
the ToMV-GFPΔMP plasmid and individual pGD plasmids for the expression of rhab-
doviral P3 proteins were coinfiltrated in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves. Notably, the
ToMV-GFPΔMP bacterial cultures were diluted in this assay so that isolated infection
foci could be visualized, and complementation of cell-to-cell movement was compared
by analyzing the spread of GFP fluorescence to adjacent cells. At 50 h postinfiltration
(hpi), predominantly single-cell GFP foci were observed in infiltrated leaf tissues,
regardless of which viral MP was coexpressed (data not shown), indicating that cell-
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to-cell movement had not occurred at this time. However, by 60 hpi, efficient ToMV-
GFPΔMP cell-to-cell movement was restored by coexpression of the ToMV MP, as large
clusters of GFP-expressing cells were evident in coinfiltrated leaf tissues (Fig. 1A). In
negative controls in which ToMV-GFPΔMP and beta-glucuronidase (GUS) were coex-
pressed in N. benthamiana leaves, GFP foci were confined to single cells. When SYNV
sc4, PYDV Y, RYSV P3, RSMV P3, or TYMaV P3 was coexpressed individually, moderate
cell-to-cell spread of ToMV-GFPΔMP was observed in all cases (Fig. 1A). In contrast, the
ToMV-GFPΔMP movement defect was not rescued by the coexpressed PVX p25, as was
expected because of the absence of TGB2 and TGB3, which are required for targeting
TGB1 to the PD (19, 20, 24, 25). To compare movement complementation efficiencies,
we counted the cells present in GFP clusters for each infection focus. In the GUS control
leaves, the majority of the infection foci contained only one GFP-expressing cell (55 out
of 60), with a few (5/60) foci possibly composed of two-cell clusters (Table 1). Therefore,
infection foci with four or more cells expressing GFP at 60 hpi were considered to
represent authentic movement under our experimental conditions. Using these criteria,
we found that coexpression of each of the five rhabdovirus MPs resulted in localized
ToMV-GFPΔMP movement in 43.3 to 60.0% of the infection foci (Table 1). In compar-
ison, the cognate ToMV MP was substantially more efficiently in complementing
ToMV-GFPΔMP movement, as 76.7% of the infection foci were classified as positive
(Table 1), and the sizes of the foci were much larger than those expressing the plant
rhabdovirus MPs (Fig. 1A). For example, out of 60 fluorescent foci, 22 containing 10 or
more cells were recorded in the case of ToMV MP, compared to 0 to 11 for the
rhabdovirus MPs (Table 1). Among the five rhabdovirus MPs, movement complemen-

FIG 1 trans-Complementation of movement-defective ToMV and PVX. (A and B) Leaves of N. benthamiana plants
were agroinfiltrated with bacterial mixtures carrying transcription plasmid for ToMV-GFPΔMP (A) or PVX-GFPΔp25
(B), plus a binary plasmid (pGD-X) to express SYNV sc4, PYDV Y, RYSV P3, RSMV P3, TYMaV P3, ToMV MP, PVX p25,
or GUS as a negative control, as indicated on the top of each panel. Images were taken with a fluorescence
microscope at 60 hpi (A) or 8 dpi (B). Scale bars � 200 �m. Note that the bars in the ToMV MP and PVX p25 images
in panel B are half the lengths of the bars in other panels due to more extensive movement with these treatments.
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tation by the two cytorhabdovirus MPs was 48.3% for RSMV P3 and 60.0% for TYMaV
P3. These levels of trans-complementation appeared to be slightly higher than those by
the three nucleorhabdovirus MPs, which ranged from 43.3 to 46.7% for SYNV sc4, PYDV
Y, and RYSV P3 (Table 1). Whether the difference in complementation efficiencies was
due to intrinsic MP functions or differential expression/accumulation levels of these
viral MPs is not known. Our attempts to tag the SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 protein with
epitopes or fluorescent proteins either as N- or C-terminal fusions resulted in a failure
of movement complementation, precluding a direct comparison of their expression
levels versus movement efficiencies (data not shown).

To test whether MPs of rhabdoviruses support the movement of additional positive-
stranded RNA viruses outside the 30K superfamily, we conducted similar trans-
complementation assays with PVX-GFPΔp25, a p25-defective PVX mutant containing a
GFP reporter gene (51). Suspensions of agrobacteria harboring the PVX-GFPΔp25
plasmid were diluted similarly to those in the ToMV-GFPΔMP experiments to produce
single-cell primary infection foci, and individual viral MPs were coexpressed in N.
benthamiana leaves to assess movement complementation. As shown in Fig. 1B,
coexpression of each of the five rhabdovirus MPs resulted in PVX-GFPΔp25 cell-to-cell
movement by 8 days postinfiltration (dpi). However, the complementation efficiencies
were generally low, as the GFP signals encompassed only a limited number of adjacent
cells. In contrast, PVX p25 and, to a lesser extent, the ToMV MP, resulted in more
extensive PVX-GFPΔp25 movement (Fig. 1B). Again, quantitative analyses of the cell
numbers in the GFP-expressing clusters suggested that the cytorhabdovirus MPs were
somewhat more efficient than were the nucleorhabdovirus MPs in complementing
PVX-GFPΔp25 movement (Table 1). For example, 23.3 to 33.3% of the PVX infection foci
exhibited authentic movement when coinfiltrated for expression of SYNV sc4, PYDV Y,
or RYSV P3, compared to 36.7% and 46.7% for P3 of TYMaV and RSMV (Table 1). Taken
together, our results show that the heterologous rhabdovirus MPs are able to support
cell-to-cell movement of two distinct positive-stranded RNA viruses, albeit with rela-
tively low efficiencies.

Cognate MPs are specifically required for cell-to-cell movement of a plant
nucleorhabdovirus and cytorhabdovirus. Having demonstrated that rhabdovirus
MPs are able to complement the local movement of members of two well-studied
positive-stranded RNA virus families, we next evaluated the abilities of these MPs to
support cell-to-cell movement of NS plant rhabdoviruses. By taking advantage of our
recently developed SYNV reverse genetics system (46), we used a GFP-tagged rSYNV
with an sc4 deletion (rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4) for trans-complementation experiments with
transiently expressed MPs (Fig. 2A). N. benthamiana leaves were infiltrated with mix-
tures of A. tumefaciens cultures carrying plasmids designed for the expression of
rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 RNA, the SYNV N, P, and L core proteins, and three viral RNA silencing
suppressors (VSRs), i.e., p19 from tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV), �b from barley stripe
mosaic virus (BSMV), and P1/HC-Pro from tobacco etch virus (TEV), which are collec-

TABLE 1 trans-Complementation of cell-to-cell movement of ToMV-GFPΔMP and PVX-GFPΔMP

MP

No. of foci by no. of cells in clustera
Total no. of
foci counted

Movement
efficiency (> 4
cells) (%)1 2–3 4–5 6–7 8–9 >10

ToMV PVX ToMV PVX ToMV PVX ToMV PVX ToMV PVX ToMV PVX ToMV PVX ToMV PVX

GUS 55 53 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 60 0 (0) 0 (0)
SYNV sc4 13 32 21 14 13 11 8 3 5 0 0 0 60 60 26 (43.3) 14 (23.3)
PYDV Y 17 29 17 11 10 9 6 5 7 4 3 2 60 60 26 (43.3) 20 (33.3)
RYSV P3 14 29 18 14 10 7 7 6 5 2 6 2 60 60 28 (46.7) 17 (28.3)
RSMV P3 14 22 17 10 5 7 10 5 6 6 8 10 60 60 29 (48.3) 28 (46.7)
TYMaV P3 12 25 12 13 9 8 10 3 6 5 11 6 60 60 36 (60.0) 22 (36.7)
PVX P25 53 2 7 1 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 11 60 20 0 (0) 17 (85.0)
ToMV MP 4 3 10 2 7 1 6 0 11 4 22 10 60 20 46 (76.7) 15 (75.0)
aToMV, ToMV-GFPΔMP infection foci at 60 h postinfiltration. PVX, PVX-GFPΔMP infection foci at 8 days postinfiltration.
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tively required for the recovery of rSYNV (46). In addition, bacterial cultures containing
the pGD plasmids encoding individual MPs were also included in the mixtures. As
shown previously (46), GFP fluorescence from rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 was restricted to single
cells (Fig. 2A). Transient expression of the sc4 protein restored the cell-to-cell move-
ment of the rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 mutant, as GFP fluorescence was observed in adjacent
cells at 12 dpi; however, none of the other four noncognate rhabdovirus MPs or the
ToMV MP complemented rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 movement (Fig. 2A). Analysis of the cell
numbers in GFP clusters for each infection focus showed that 40% of the rSYNV-GFP-
Δsc4 infection foci exhibited authentic movement when supported by the transiently
expressed sc4 protein, whereas infection foci with 4 or more cells were not observed in
leaf tissues expressing other MPs (Table 2). Notably, the same agrobacterial strains used
for MP expression in the ToMV and PVX complementation experiments were used to
assess SYNV movement, so complementation failures were unlikely to be due to the
lack of expression of functional MPs.

It is known that rSYNV cell-to-cell movement commences only after about 9 dpi (46),
whereas agroinfiltration-mediated transient protein expression peaks at 2 to 3 dpi and

FIG 2 Inabilities of heterologous MPs to complement the movement of the rSYNV and rTYMaV MP deletion mutants. (A) trans-Complementation of the
cell-to-cell movement of rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 by transiently expressed MPs. Leaves of N. benthamiana plants were agroinfiltrated with bacterial mixtures carrying
plasmids required for recovery of rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 (see Materials and Methods for details) and a binary vector (pGD-X) designated to express individual viral
MPs and empty vector (EV) control, as indicated on the panels. (B) Cell-to-cell movement of rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 derivatives expressing heterologous MPs. The MP
genes were each substituted for the sc4 gene in rSYNV-GFP genome, and the resulting rSYNV chimeras were recovered in N. benthamiana leaves after
agroinfiltration and monitored for cell-to-cell movement. (C) trans-Complementation of rTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3 movement by transiently expressed MPs in
experiments similar to those described in panel A. Genome structures of rSYNV-GFP and rTYMaV-GFP MP deletion mutants and expression strategies of viral
MPs are diagramed on the top of each panel. (A to C) GFP fluorescence in infiltrated leaf epidermal cells was photographed with a fluorescence microscope
at 12, 15, and 8 dpi, respectively. Scale bars � 200 �m.
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then begins to decrease gradually. Therefore, it is possible that by 12 dpi, the tran-
siently expressed MPs might be present at such low levels that they were unable to
support rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 movement in trans, although the positive results obtained
with sc4 expression argue against this possibility. Nevertheless, to address this issue, we
engineered chimeric SYNV genomes by inserting each of the MP genes into the sc4
locus, and the resulting rSYNV-GFP chimeras were infiltrated into N. benthamiana leaf
tissues under conditions permitting recombinant virus recovery. At 8 dpi, isolated
single cells exhibiting GFP fluorescence were observed in all infiltrated leaves (data not
shown), indicating that these rSYNV derivatives were capable of replication. Moreover,
by 15 dpi, in N. benthamiana leaves infected by rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4::sc4, in which the sc4
gene was reintroduced into rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4, extensive spread of GFP fluorescence was
observed in adjacent cells (Fig. 2B), and symptoms of systemic infections were subse-
quently observed (data not shown). However, in marked contrast, all of the chimeric
rSYNV-GFP mutants containing MP genes from each of the other four rhabdoviruses or
from ToMV were mostly restricted to single cells at 15 dpi, with a few infection foci
containing two GFP-expressing cells (Fig. 2B and Table 2).

We also tested additional MPs encoded by representative plant negative- and
positive-stranded RNA viruses, namely, rice stripe virus NSvc4 (52), tomato spotted wilt
virus NSm (53), tomato bushy stunt virus p22 (54), cucumber mosaic virus 3a (55), and
TMV 30K (56). Again, none of these MPs was able to support rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 move-
ment when provided either in trans through transient expression (Fig. 2A) or in cis by
rSYNV derivatives carrying relevant MP gene substitutions for the sc4 gene (Fig. 2B).
These data collectively show that SYNV cell-to-cell movement is highly specific in
requiring its cognate MP.

To determine whether or not additional rhabdoviruses exhibit similar movement
specificity, we conducted trans-complementation assays to assess the movement of a
recombinant cytorhabdovirus, rTYMaV, that we recently engineered (W. Lin, Q. Ling, Z.
Li, unpublished data). TYMaV was identified recently by small RNA sequencing of
tomato samples collected from Southwest China and has a genome structure similar to
that of ADV (48). To evaluate movement compatibility, we constructed a GFP-tagged
rTYMaV P3 deletion mutant (rTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3) for trans-complementation experiments
with transiently expressed MPs similar to those described above for the rSYNV-GFP-
Δsc4 experiments. The results of these experiments show that the rTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3
mutant was able to move from cell to cell at 8 dpi when supported in trans by TYMaV
P3, the homologous MP (Fig. 2C). However, in marked contrast, none of the heterolo-
gous rhabdovirus MPs or the ToMV MP restored rTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3 movement (Fig. 2C
and Table 2). In summary, these results collectively demonstrate that cognate MPs are
specifically required for local movement of both a nucleorhabdovirus and a cytorhab-
dovirus.

TABLE 2 Complementation of rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 and rTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3 movement by cognate and noncognate MPs

MP

No. of foci by no. of cells in clustera

Total no. of foci counted

Movement efficiency (%)
(no. of >4-cell foci/total
no. of foci)1 2–3 >4

SYNV-
�sc4�X

SYNV-
�sc4::X

TYMaV-
�P3�X

SYNV-
�sc4�X

SYNV-
�sc4::X

TYMaV-
�P3�X

SYNV-
�sc4�X

SYNV-
�sc4::X

TYMaV-
�P3�X

SYNV-
�sc4�X

SYNV-
�sc4::X

TYMaV-
�P3�X

SYNV-
�sc4�X

SYNV-
�sc4::X

TYMaV-
�P3�X

None 29 28 29 1 2 1 0 0 0 30 30 30 0 0 0
SYNV sc4 10 6 29 8 5 1 12 19 0 30 30 30 40.0 63.3 0
PYDV Y 28 28 28 2 2 2 0 0 0 30 30 30 0 0 0
RYSV P3 29 27 27 1 3 3 0 0 0 30 30 30 0 0 0
RSMV P3 28 29 29 2 1 1 0 0 0 30 30 30 0 0 0
TYMaV P3 29 29 5 1 1 4 0 0 21 30 30 30 0 0 70.0
PVX P25 29 28 28 1 2 2 0 0 0 30 30 30 0 0 0
ToMV MP 27 29 28 3 1 2 0 0 0 30 30 30 0 0 0
aSYNV-Δsc4�X, rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 infection foci supported by individual MPs expressed in trans from a binary plasmid (pGD-X) at 12 dpi; SYNV-Δsc4::X, rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4
infection foci supported by individual MPs expressed in cis from the sc4 gene locus (Δsc4::X) at 15 dpi. TYMaV-ΔP3�X, rTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3 infection foci supported by
individual MPs expressed in trans from a binary plasmid (pGD-X) at 8 dpi.
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MPs of SYNV and TYMaV are peripheral membrane proteins. To further char-
acterize the SYNV and TYMaV MPs, we next investigated their subcellular localizations.
For this purpose, SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 were fused to the N terminus of GFP and
transiently expressed in a transgenic N. benthamiana line expressing a red fluorescence
protein fused to the histone 2B nuclear marker protein (RFP-H2B) (57). Both rhabdovirus
MP fusions localized predominantly to the cell periphery (Fig. 3A), but, as shown
previously (45, 49), a small proportion of the SYNV sc4-GFP was also present in the
nucleus (Fig. 3A, top images). The localization patterns of these two MPs are generally
consistent with previous studies conducted with other rhabdovirus P3 homologs (34,
39–45).

Mounting evidence suggests that MPs encoded by various plant viruses are asso-
ciated with cellular membranes (58), but this has not been investigated extensively for
plant rhabdovirus MPs. We therefore conducted subcellular fractionation assays with
protein extracts isolated from N. benthamiana tissues transiently expressing GFP fusions
of SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3. After centrifugation at 3,000 � g for 10 min, tissue extracts
were separated into pellet (P3) and supernatant (S3) fractions, and then the S3 fractions
were centrifuged at 30,000 � g for 1 h to obtain pellet (P30) and supernatant (S30)
fractions. Protein gel blots revealed that SYNV sc4-GFP and TYMaV P3-GFP were present
only in the P30 fraction. Similarly, a membrane marker, the plasma membrane intrinsic
protein 2A (PIP2A)-DsRed fusion, also partitioned into the P30 fraction. In contrast,
soluble GFP was detected only in the S30 fraction (Fig. 3B). The fractionation results
suggest that SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 are membrane-bound proteins.

To identify the types of membrane interactions, we treated the membrane-rich P30
fraction with either 0.1 M Na2CO3 (pH 11.5), 1 M KCl, 7 M urea, or 1% Triton X-100,
followed by separation of these extracts into pellet (P) and supernatant (S) fractions by
high-speed centrifugation. Note that the alkaline treatment releases soluble luminal
protein from organelles by transforming microsomes into membranous sheets (59), and
high KCl concentrations disrupt protein-lipid electrostatic interactions, whereas 7 M
urea releases peripheral membrane proteins from the membrane but does not solubi-
lize integral membrane proteins (60). As shown in Fig. 3C, both sc4 and P3 remained in

FIG 3 Subcellular localization and microsomal association analyses of SYNV sc4-GFP and TYMaV P3-GFP. (A) Confocal micrographs of leaf
epidermal cells of transgenic N. benthamiana plants expressing RFP fused to histone 2B (RFP-H2B) that had been infiltrated to express GFP,
SYNV sc4-GFP, or TYMaV P3-GFP. Scale bars � 20 �m. (B) Protein extracts from N. benthamiana plants expressing either SYNV sc4-GFP,
TYMaV P3-GFP, or the transmembrane SYNV G protein, together with GFP and PIP2A-DsRed marker proteins, were separated into
supernatant (S3) and pellet (P3) fractions by centrifugation at 3,000 � g for 10 min, and the S3 fraction was further separated into the
pellet (P30) and supernatant (S30) fractions by ultracentrifugation at 30,000 � g for 1 h. Protein gel blots revealed that SYNV sc4 and
TYMaV P3 were present only in the P30 fraction. (C) The P30 fractions in (B) were divided into several aliquots and treated with either 0.1 M
Na2CO3 (pH 11.5), 1 M KCl, 7 M urea, or 1% Triton X-100. Samples were again separated into S and P fractions by ultracentrifugation and
subjected to protein gel blot analyses with anti-GFP antibodies or anti-G antibodies.
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the membrane-rich fraction after treatment with either sodium carbonate or KCl but
were partially released into the soluble fractions after urea treatment. As a control
experiment, the SYNV G protein, a type I transmembrane protein, can only be solubi-
lized by treatment with 1% Triton X-100. Consistent with the chemical treatments, we
failed to detect any transmembrane regions within the two MPs by using the mem-
brane protein prediction algorithms TMHMM (61), TMMOD (62), ΔG Prediction (63), and
DAS-TMfilter (64). These results suggest that SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 are peripherally
associated with cellular membranes.

Rhabdovirus MPs specifically interact with their cognate N and P proteins. NS
plant rhabdovirus genomic and antigenomic RNAs are encapsidated by N proteins that
interact with the P and L proteins to form viral nucleocapsids, which are thought to
represent the minimal infectious units that are transported through the PD (31, 46, 65).
Therefore, the requirements of SYNV and TYMaV cognate MPs for cell-to-cell movement
(Fig. 2) raised the possibility that specific interactions exist between rhabdovirus MPs
and their nucleocapsid proteins. In light of the membrane-associated nature of the
rhabdovirus MPs (Fig. 3), we used a split-ubiquitin-based membrane yeast two-hybrid
(MYTH) assay to detect possible interactions between the MPs and the nucleocapsid
core proteins. In this assay, interactions with a membrane protein are detected in situ
at the cellular membrane, and the interactions captured by this assay are thought to be
of more physiological relevance than interactions resulting from conventional yeast
two-hybrid assays in which the interacting proteins require transport into the nuclei
(66). The membrane-associated SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 proteins were each fused to
the C-terminal half of ubiquitin (Cub) and the artificial transcription factor LexA-VP16,
whereas the N proteins of SYNV, TYMaV, and RSMV were separately fused to the
mutated N-terminal half of ubiquitin (NubG) either as N-terminal (X-NubG) or
C-terminal (NubG-X) fusions. Using this assay, we found that sc4 interacted specifically
with the SYNV N protein but not with the N proteins of TYMaV and RSMV (Fig. 4A).

FIG 4 Analyses of rhabdovirus MP-nucleocapsid core proteins interactions by split-ubiquitin membrane yeast two-hybrid (MYTH)
assays. (A to D) The bait constructs contain the Cub fusions to either SYNV sc4 (A and C) or TYMaV P3 (B and D), and the prey constructs
encode the N (A and B) and P (C and D) proteins of SYNV, RSMV, or TYMaV fused to the N terminus (N-NubG) or C terminus (NubG-N)
of NubG. Yeast cells were cotransformed with the bait and prey plasmids. Transformants were spotted as 10-fold serial dilutions (top)
on synthetic dropout medium lacking leucine and tryptophan (SD-LW) to confirm the presence of both plasmids. Medium lacking
leucine, tryptophan, histidine and adenine (SD-LWHA) was used to screen for positive interactions.
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Likewise, TYMaV P3 interacted only with its cognate TYMaV N protein (Fig. 4B). In both
cases, only the C-terminal fusion proteins (NubG-SYNV N and NubG-TYMaV N) were
able to interact with their cognate MPs (Fig. 4A and B), suggesting that the N-terminal
fusion derivatives (SYNV N-NubG and TYMaV N-NubG) affect their folding or function.

Since the P protein is also a constituent of the viral nucleocapsid, we next tested
whether or not the SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 proteins interact with their respective P
proteins in MYTH assays. For these assays, the P proteins of SYNV, TYMaV, and RSMV
were separately fused to NubG either as N-terminal (X-NubG) or C-terminal (NubG-X)
fusions. The MYTH assays revealed that the SYNV sc4 interacted specifically with its
cognate P proteins but not with noncognate P proteins (Fig. 4C). Similarly, cognate
TYMaV P3-P interactions were also detected, although TYMaV P3 also appeared to have
a weaker interaction with RSMV P protein (Fig. 4D). Again, only the NubG-P fusions but
not the P-NubG fusions interacted with their respective cognate MPs. The specific
rhabdovirus MP-N and MP-P interactions strongly reinforce the SYNV and TYMaV
cell-to-cell movement experiments and suggest that cognate MP-nucleocapsid core
protein interactions provide a mechanism to explain the rhabdovirus movement
specificities.

Coexpressed sc4 facilitates redistribution of SYNV N-P complexes from the
nuclei to the cell periphery. To gain additional insights into the SYNV sc4-N and sc4-P
interactions, we analyzed their subcellular distribution by using bimolecular fluores-
cence complementation (BiFC) assays. For this purpose, we coexpressed an SYNV sc4
protein fusion to the N-terminal fragment of the yellow fluorescence protein (YFP)
(YN-sc4) and the N and P protein fusions to the C-terminal fragment of YFP (YC-N and
YC-P, respectively) in leaves of N. benthamiana transgenic for RFP-H2B. The resulting
BiFC signals revealed that sc4-N interacted at both the cell periphery and the nuclei
(Fig. 5B, top images). These distributions resembled the sc4 subcellular localization
patterns (Fig. 3A) but differed from the exclusive nuclear localization of SYNV N-GFP
fusion protein (Fig. 5A) (49, 67). The sc4-P interaction signals were evenly distributed
along the cell periphery (Fig. 5B, bottom images), despite localization of both proteins
to the nuclei and the cytoplasm when expressed alone (Fig. 3A and 5A) (45, 49). No
interactions were detected for any of negative-control combinations, i.e., YN-sc4 with
YC, YC-N, or YC-P with YN (data not shown).

Previous studies have shown that when SYNV N and P proteins are coexpressed, N
interacts with and redirects P to the nuclei, where they form punctate subnuclear foci
resembling viroplasms (67–69). Accordingly, our BiFC assays revealed that the N-P interac-
tions were localized exclusively in subnuclear foci (Fig. 5C) (57, 70). Interestingly, when sc4
was coexpressed, although the majority of the N-P interaction signals continued to be
evident in the subnuclear regions, faint, albeit obvious, BiFC signals were also detected
in the cytoplasm. In some cases, the BiFC cytoplasmic signals localized to punctate loci
at the cell periphery that were reminiscent of PD sites (Fig. 5C, third and fourth rows).
The infiltrated leaf tissues were further stained with aniline blue fluorochrome, a
callose-binding PD marker dye. Indeed, some of these BiFC foci colocalized with or were
near the PD structures on the cell periphery (Fig. 5C, bottom row). Redistribution of the
N-P complex from the nucleus to the cytoplasm is likely mediated by specific interac-
tions with the SYNV sc4 protein, since coexpression of the noninteracting TYMaV P3
protein had no effect on the localization of the SYNV N-P BiFC signals (Fig. 5C, second
row). Taken together, these data show that the SYNV sc4 protein interacts specifically
with the N and P nucleocapsid core proteins and is able to redirect N-P complexes from
nuclear replication sites to cell periphery near the PD.

DISCUSSION

Rhabdoviruses of plants and animals share conserved genome organization and five
structural proteins, and our understanding of plant rhabdovirus replication and mor-
phogenesis has benefited tremendously from extensively studied animal rhabdovirus
models, such as that for vesicular stomatitis virus (31, 65, 71). However, plant rhabdo-
viruses also encode nonstructural proteins (P3 homologs) that are uniquely required for
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plant infections, but the functions of these putative MPs are poorly understood.
Through secondary structure predictions, it has been suggested that the P3 homologs
of plant rhabdoviruses belong to the 30K superfamily (15, 16, 37, 38). Direct experi-
mental evidence to support a movement function was initially provided by trans-
complementation experiments showing that RYSV P3, upon transient expression, re-
stores cell-to-cell movement of a p25-defective PVX mutant (37). Subsequently, P3 of
another strain of RYSV, designated rice transitory yellowing virus (41), has been shown
to complement a movement-defective ToMV. Similarly, P3 proteins of two cytorhab-
doviruses, namely, ADV P3 and LNYV 4b, also support the movement of a different
tobamovirus, turnip vein-clearing virus (38).

In this study, we started with parallel analyses of five putative MPs of plant
rhabdoviruses for their abilities to complement the movement of ToMV-GFPΔMP and

FIG 5 Relocalization of SYNV N-P complexes from the nuclei to the cell periphery by specific interactions with sc4. (A). Confocal micrographs of SYNV N-GFP
and P-GFP fusions expressed after agroinfiltration of leaf epidermal cells of H2B-RFP transgenic N. benthamiana. (B). Bimolecular fluorescence complementation
(BiFC) assays to determine interactions between the sc4 and the N or P proteins. Leaf epidermal cells of N. benthamiana RFP-H2B transgenic plants were
agroinfiltrated to express the YFP N-terminal-fusion to sc4 (YN-sc4) together with YFP C-terminal-fusions to N (YC-N) or P (YC-P). Confocal micrographs of YFP
(BiFC), RFP-H2B, and the merged channel are shown. (C). Localization of SYNV N-P BiFC signals in the absence or presence of sc4. YC-N and YN-P fusions were
coexpressed with either an empty vector control, TYMaV P3, or SYNV sc4 in transgenic RFP-H2B N. benthamiana epidermal cells. Note that the fourth row shows
higher magnifications of the boxed areas to highlight the punctate BiFC foci along the cell wall (indicated by white arrowheads). In the bottom row, the
infiltrated leaf tissues were stained with aniline blue fluorochrome to show colocalization of N-P BiFC signals with the PD, as indicated by the white arrowheads.
A differential interference contrast (DIC) channel was included in the merged micrograph to illustrate the cell outline. (A to C) Scale bars � 20 �m.
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PVX-GFPΔp25. These rhabdoviruses differ in infecting monocotyledonous (RSMV and
RYSV) or dicotyledonous (SYNV, PYDV, and TYMaV) hosts, as well as in their nuclear
(SYNV, PYDV, and RYSV) or cytoplasmic (RSMV and TYMaV) sites of replication (31, 47,
48). Despite these differences, all five rhabdovirus MPs complemented cell-to-cell
movement of ToMV-GFPΔMP and PVX-GFPΔp25 when expressed in trans. ToMV and
PVX differ in movement transport systems (single MP versus three TGB proteins) and
requirement of the CP for movement (5, 20), but both MPs trigger PD gating and are
able to move between cells upon injection or upon transient expression following
biolistic bombardment (21–23, 72). Although having not been analyzed directly, MPs
encoded by rhabdoviruses presumably have similar functional activities as judged from
trans-complementation experiments with positive-strand RNA viruses. Nonspecific nu-
cleic acid-binding activity is another hallmark feature of MPs encoded by various
positive-stranded RNA viruses (4). Such activities have also been documented previ-
ously for RYSV P3 (37), and our unpublished data (Zhou et al.) reveal that SYNV sc4 also
binds to RNA nonspecifically. However, naked genomic RNAs of rhabdoviruses and
other NS RNA viruses are rarely present in infected cells; instead, they are encapsidated
during replication to form nucleocapsids (73), which are the minimal units for move-
ment and infection (46). Thus, the relevance of MP-RNA binding in rhabdovirus move-
ment is not straightforward; however, this activity may account for their abilities to
facilitate the movement of positive-stranded RNA viruses in trans-complementation
experimental systems.

Although widespread compatibilities of rhabdovirus MPs with ToMV movement
systems were observed, we should note that the efficiencies of ToMV-GFPΔMP move-
ment are substantially lower when complemented by rhabdovirus MPs than by the
cognate MP. The same conclusion holds true for PVX-GFPΔp25 complementation, but
in this case, the movement differences were even greater. It was not until 8 dpi that
limited PVX-GFPΔp25 movement became evident during complementation by rhab-
dovirus MPs, whereas the cognate PVX p25 protein supported efficient movement by
about 3 dpi (data not shown). Thus, although the rhabdovirus MPs appear to be able
to provide some minimal movement functions for the ToMV-GFPΔMP and PVX-
GFPΔp25, they probably lack other functional activities associated with their native
MPs. The MPs of both TMV and PVX associate with their own replicase complexes, and
these interactions are believed to guide replication/movement complexes to the PD or
near the PD orifices, thereby increasing the efficiency and specificity of movement (11,
27, 74). Such spatial links between replication and movement are likely absent or weak
in the heterologous trans-complementation systems with positive-stranded RNA vi-
ruses, which could explain the low movement efficiencies of such studies.

Despite our findings that rhabdovirus MPs display cross-family movement comple-
mentarity with distinct positive-stranded RNA viruses, the movement defects of SYNV
and TYMaV MP mutants were rescued only by their cognate MPs, but not by MPs of
related rhabdoviruses and the distantly related tenuivirus and tospoviruses, as well as
representative members of several positive-stranded RNA viruses. Our results suggest
that the strict requirements of cognate MP for rhabdovirus movement can be explained
by dependence on specific MP-nucleocapsid core protein interactions. Similar interac-
tions have previously been shown for RYSV P3 and N proteins by using an in vitro
glutathione S-transferase (GST) pulldown assay (37), but it is not known whether the
proteins interact in vivo, and the species specificities of the interactions were not
investigated. Using MYTH assays, we found that the SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 engage in
species-specific interactions with their respective N and P core proteins in vivo. There-
fore, movement specificity can be achieved through these interactions. In addition to
unsegmented plant rhabdoviruses, MP-N interactions have been described for various
tripartite NS tospoviruses (75–80), suggesting that conserved movement mechanisms
may exist across NS RNA virus families. Notably, for positive-stranded RNA viruses
requiring the CP for cell-to-cell transit, e.g., alfamo-, bromo-, como-, cucumo-, clostero-,
potex-, and potyviruses, specific binding of MPs to cognate CPs or virions has also been
reported (see reference 81 and references therein). Nevertheless, movement mutants of
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these viruses can still be trans-complemented by heterologous MPs (28). In these cases,
the non-sequence-specific RNA binding activities of the complementing MPs may
facilitate cell-to-cell transit of mutant virus genomic RNAs, thus bypassing CP interac-
tions that are required in native infections. In contrast, the minimal infectious units of
NS viruses are viral nucleocapsids that contain encapsidated genomic RNA and the core
(N, P, and L polymerase) proteins, so passage of viral genomic RNA alone across the PD
is not sufficient for productive infections.

Plant rhabdoviruses establish replication compartments through the formation of
cytoplasmic (cytorhabdoviruses) or nuclear (nucleorhabdoviruses) viroplasms. Infec-
tious nucleocapsids assembled in the viroplasms are thought to be transported to the
PD, which facilitates passage of the movement complexes across cell boundaries. It has
become apparent that for positive-stranded RNA viruses, membrane-associated MPs
have important roles in orchestrating intracellular transit of infectious genomes toward
the PD (reviewed in references 81 and 82). Membrane associations of a plant rhabdo-
virus MP were first suggested by Scholthof and coworkers, who found that SYNV sc4 is
present in the P30 membrane fraction and cosediments in sucrose gradients with viral
glycoprotein fractions (33). Here, we have extended the subcellular fractionation anal-
yses to include SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3, and our data reveal that both MPs are
membrane associated. Moreover, our MYTH assays demonstrate that the membrane-
associated SYNV sc4 and TYMaV P3 are able to interact with their cognate nucleocapsid
proteins. The BiFC assays also showed that SYNV sc4-N and sc4-P interactions occurred
predominantly at the cell periphery, and this pattern correlates with the sc4 subcellular
localization. More significantly, transient expression of sc4 directed a portion of the
SYNV N-P complexes from subnuclear foci to punctate structures spanning the cell wall
that appear to be PD. Although these localization/BiFC experiments are performed with
ectopically expressed viral proteins, our findings are consistent with several earlier
observations made in the context of SYNV infections. First, upon ectopic expression, the
SYNV N protein localizes exclusively with the nuclei (49, 67); however, in SYNV-infected
cells, a small proportion of the N protein appears in the cell wall fractions (33).
Accordingly, the SYNV sc4 protein localizes at the cell periphery in transient expression
experiments (49) and forms punctate structures at the periphery of SYNV-infected cells
(45). These observations suggest that the SYNV sc4 protein helps orchestrate intracel-
lular trafficking of viral nucleocapsids. Previous studies have shown that SYNV sc4 (70),
as well as LNYV 4b (38), interact with N. benthamiana vascular one-zinc-finger 1
(NbVOZ1), a microtubule-associated transcriptional activator. In the case of LYNV 4b, a
mutation analysis showed that the movement activity correlated with the ability to
interact with NbVOZ1 (38). It is therefore conceivable that both nucleorhabdovirus and
cytorhabdovirus MPs may anchor to microtubule networks for intracellular trafficking of
movement complexes. Taken together, these findings support a plant rhabdovirus
movement model whereby nucleocapsid core proteins interact specifically with cog-
nate MP proteins to form MP-nucleocapsid complexes (Fig. 6). Our model posits that
the complexes may interact with host proteins to facilitate MP-nucleocapsid transit to
peripheral membranes near the PD and, subsequently, to adjacent cells. To enable the
onset of replication of the negative-sense genomic RNA in invaded cells, nucleocapsids
must contain the N protein-encapsidated genomic RNA, as well as the P and L core
proteins. Interactions of rhabdovirus MPs with both the N and P proteins may ensure
intercellular passage of biologically active nucleocapsids, as the L protein is associated
with the encapsidated genome through L-P and P-N protein interactions (31).

Cytorhabdoviruses replicate in the cytoplasm, and the assembled nucleocapsids
should be available for interactions with MPs that coordinate subsequent local move-
ments. However, SYNV and other nucleorhabdoviruses undergo replication and mor-
phogenesis in subnuclear viroplasms, so an unsolved issue is how the nucleocapsids
egress from the nuclear viroplasms to gain access to the membrane-anchored sc4
protein. Whether this process is mediated by nuclear export activities of a viral
nucleocapsid protein or via a budding mechanism awaits future studies. With the
advent of plant rhabdovirus reverse genetics systems, it is now possible to tag viral
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proteins genetically with fluorescent proteins, as has been shown in several mammalian
rhabdovirus studies (83–88). This approach might permit intracellular and intercellular
tracking of the movement of infectious virus entities in live cells.

Although the movement of positive-stranded RNA viruses has been studied for
nearly 3 decades, a functional plasmodesmatal localization sequence in the TMV 30K
MP has only recently been identified (89) and shown to recognize the synaptotagmin
A host protein that participates in tobamo-, poty-, and begomoviruses intracellular
trafficking and promotes MP associations with the plasmodesmatal membrane (9).
Because of the demonstrated abilities of various rhabdovirus MPs to support the
movement of positive-stranded RNA viruses, we anticipate that rhabdovirus MPs likely
contain related recognition sequences that have evolved to recognize proteins in-
volved in PD targeting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus and plant. Plasmids used to generate rSYNV-GFP and rSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 were described

previously (46). The recovery of rTYMaV and rTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3 primarily followed procedures developed
by Wang et al. (46) and will be described in detail elsewhere (Lin et al., unpublished data). Engineering
of PVX-GFPΔp25 and GUS expression vectors were described previously (51). ToMV-GFPΔMP was
generated essentially as described by Hiraguri et al. (50). Wild-type and RFP-H2B transgenic N. bentha-
miana plants were grown in enriched loam soil in an environment-controlled chamber at 25°C under a
16-h light/8-h dark cycle.

Plasmid construction. To construct vectors for transient expression of rhabdovirus MPs, the coding
sequences of the SYNV sc4 (GenBank accession no. L32604), PYDV Y (GenBank accession no. GU734660),

FIG 6 Model for cell-to-cell movement of plant rhabdoviruses. Replication of nucleorhabdoviruses (tangerine) and cytorhabdoviruses (purple) occur in the
nucleus or cytoplasm, respectively, and induce the formation of viroplasm (VP) sites of replication. Newly synthesized viral genomes in the VP are encapsidated
by the nucleoprotein (N) and then associated with the phosphoprotein (P) and large polymerase protein (L) to form nucleocapsids (NCs), which are the minimal
infectious units and movement entities. For nucleorhabdoviruses, the NCs must exit the nuclei prior to intercellular movement either by nuclear export activities
or by de-envelopment of the intraluminal matured virions. The NC core N and P proteins then interact with membrane-associated P3 movement proteins (MPs)
that guide intracellular NC trafficking to the cell periphery and intercellular transport through gated plasmodesmata (PD) across the cell wall (CW). Rhabdovirus
movement is highly specific in requiring cognate MPs because of the species-specific MP-NC core protein interactions. Microtubule (MT)- and microfilament
(MF)-associated proteins may also be involved in assisting NC trafficking.
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RYSV P3 (GenBank accession no. NC_003746), RSMV P3 (GenBank accession no. KX525586), and TYMaV
P3 (GenBank accession no. KY075646) MPs were amplified by PCR and inserted into the pGD binary
vector (49) by using the In-Fusion HD PCR cloning kit (Clontech, Japan). ToMV 30K, PVX p25, TMV 30K,
CMV 3a, TBSV p22, RSV NSvc4, and TSWV NSm genes were also engineered into pGD using similar
strategies, and the primer sequences used for cloning will be made available upon request. The SYNV sc4
and TYMaV P3 genes were also cloned into the pGD-GFP to generate individual GFP fusion expression
vectors.

To engineer plasmids for the recovery of chimeric rSYNV plasmids carrying foreign MP genes, we first
replaced the sc4 gene in the pSYNV-GFP plasmid (46) with an SpeI restriction site to facilitate foreign
gene insertion. For this purpose, an F1 fragment containing a portion of the P cistron was amplified from
the pSYNV-GFP plasmid by using the P/NheI/F (5=-AAGAGAAGGGGCTAGCATGTC-3=) and SpeI/delsc4/R
(5=-ACTAGTGATACCTGCATACAGAATATATATAAAATC-3=) primers, and an F2 fragment containing a por-
tion of the M cistron was amplified by using the SpeI/delsc4/F (5=-TGCAGGTATCACTAGTTGGCTGGACC
TCCGTATTAAG-3=) and M/PmlI/R (5=-CATCACGACTGACACGTGACCT-3=) primers. The two fragments were
infused with NheI and PmlI doubly digested pSYNV-GFP to generate pSYNV-GFP-Δsc4::SpeI. Subse-
quently, the coding sequences of SYNV sc4, PYDV Y, RYSV P3, RSMV P3, TYMaV P3, ToMV MP, TMV 30K,
CMV 3a, TBSV p22, RSV NSvc4, and TSWV NSm were amplified by PCR, and their respective PCR products
were individually inserted to the SpeI-linearized plasmid pSYNV-GFP-Δsc4::SpeI by In-Fusion cloning to
generate rSYNV derivatives containing heterologous MP gene substitutions for the sc4 gene.

For MYTH assay constructs, the SYNV sc4 gene was inserted into the bait plasmid pBT3-N (Dualsys-
tems Biotech, Switzerland) as a C-terminal fusion, while the TYMaV P3 gene was cloned into the pBT3-C
bait plasmid as an N-terminal fusion (Dualsystems Biotech). For the prey vectors, the N and P genes of
SYNV, RSMV, and TYMaV were each cloned into both pPR3-C and pPR3-N prey plasmids (Dualsystems
Biotech) to generate x-NubG and NubG-x fusions, respectively.

To generate BiFC plasmids, the coding sequences of the SYNV N, P, and sc4 proteins were fused to
the N-terminal and C-terminal fragments of enhanced YFP gene in the p2YN and p2YC vectors (90) using
In-Fusion cloning.

trans-Complementation of movement-defective ToMV and PVX. Suspensions of A. tumefaciens
EHA 105 strains carrying PVX-GFPΔp25 (optical density [OD] A600, 1.0) were diluted 1,000-fold and mixed
in 1:1:1 ratios with Agrobacterium cultures containing the TBSV p19 VSR plasmid and each of the
movement protein constructs to be tested for trans-complementation. The mixtures were agroinfiltrated
into the leaves of 6-week-old N. benthamiana plants. GFP fluorescence in the leaves was photographed
with an epifluorescence microscope first at 60 hpi and then at 8 dpi.

A. tumefaciens GV3101 strains harboring ToMV-GFPΔMP (OD A600, 1.0) were diluted 2,000-fold and
mixed 1:1 with agrobacterial cultures carrying individual pGD plasmids designed for the expression of
each of the movement proteins. Infiltrated leaves of N. benthamiana plants were photographed with an
epifluorescence microscope first at 50 and 60 hpi.

SYNV and TYMaV movement complementation assays. For SYNV and TYMaV trans-
complementation assays, A. tumefaciens EHA 105 strains carrying each of the MP expression plasmids
were mixed with agrobacterial cultures harboring either pSYNV-GFP-Δsc4 or pTYMaV-GFP-ΔP3, the
pGD-NPL plasmid, and the TBSV p19, BSMV �b, and TEV P1/HC-Pro VSR plasmids (46) at a ratio of 1:9
(vol/vol) with a total OD A600 of 0.7. After agroinfiltration, leaves were observed at 8 and 12 dpi with a
fluorescence microscope. For cis-complementation with the chimeric SYNV substitution mutants, A.
tumefaciens EHA105 strains harboring the pSYNV-GFP derivatives, the pGD-NPL plasmid, and the three
VSRs were coinfiltrated into N. benthamiana leaves.

BiFC, fluorescence, and confocal laser scanning microscopy. Transient expression plasmids and
BiFC plasmids were introduced into A. tumefaciens strain EHA105 by electroporation, followed by
agroinfiltration of wild-type or transgenic RFP-H2B N. benthamiana plants. BiFC assays were carried out
essentially as described previously (71). Epifluorescence microscopy was performed with a Zeiss Lumar
V12 stereomicroscope. Images were captured with a Lumar 38 filter set for GFP detection (excitation,
470/40 nm; emission, 525/50 nm) and a Lumar 31 filter set for RFP detection (excitation, 565/30 nm;
emission, 620/60 nm; Carl Zeiss, Germany). Confocal laser scanning micrographs were captured with a
Zeiss 780 confocal microscope. GFP, RFP, and YFP were excited by using 488-, 561-, and 514-nm laser
lines, respectively. All images were processed using LSM software Zen 2009 (Carl Zeiss, Germany) and
Photoshop CS4 (Adobe, Mountain View, CA).

Isolation of microsomal fractions and protein analysis. Plant materials were ground in lysis buffer
(20 mM HEPES [pH 6.8], 150 mM potassium acetate, 250 mM mannitol, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothreitol,
and a protease inhibitor cocktail [Sigma]), followed by centrifugation at 3,000 � g for 10 min at 4°C to
separate the soluble (S3) and pellet (P3) fractions. The S3 fraction was then subjected to high-speed
centrifugation (30,000 � g for 1 h) to obtain the soluble (S30) and pellet (P30) fractions. For chemical
treatments, microsomal pellets (P30) were resuspended in either 10 volumes of lysis buffer, 100 mM
Na2CO3 (pH 11.5), 1 M KCl, 7 M urea, or 1% Triton X-100. After incubation for 30 min on ice, the samples
were centrifuged at 30,000 � g for 1 h. Protein samples in the pellet and supernatant fractions were
separated by 12% SDS-PAGE gels and detected by Western blotting with antibodies against GFP, RFP, or
SYNV G protein (Abcam, Cambridge, UK).

MYTH assays. MYTH assays were performed essentially as described previously (91). Briefly, the yeast
strain NMY 51 [MATa his3Δ200 trp1-901 leu2-3,112 ade2 LYS2::(lexAop)4-HIS3 ura3::(lexAop)8-lacZ ade2::
(lexAop)8-ADE2 GAL4] was cotransformed with the bait (pBT3-N or pBT3-C derivatives) and prey (pPR3-N
or pPR3-C derivatives) plasmids. Transformants were plated onto a synthetic dropout medium lacking
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tryptophan and leucine (SD-LW) and a selective medium lacking tryptophan, leucine, histidine, and
adenine (SD-LWHA).
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